
September 22, Meeting with Langtang people for explain the activities from 
our Comitte.

Dear friends, 
We Langtangpas have been very thankful to all those who loved Langtang so 
much. Without you all, we never been able to take care of our people so well 
until now. We committee have done lots of things during
these four months period.

1. Deal with government and show all government officials about Langtang 
problems. 

2. Established Yellow Gumba camp and look after all Langtangpas over there
with tents and fooding.

3. Put together all Langtangpas together so it's easy to take care, we help 
with medical problems, help with child schooling, send old people to mountain
after having problems with them in kathmandu, manage their foods for few 
months, gave rice to all families, many more.

4. We face all government matter and sort it out. 

5. Deal with all NGO'S and INGO and plan for new reconstruction of 
Langtang. 

6. Government will help with infrastructure development so we are all 
depands on rebuilding 116 houses fully on all those NGO'S and INGO for the 
fund.

7. We are able to distributes Rs. 37000/- to all 116 families for recent pocket 
money.



8. We form Technical support team under leadership of Om Nepal and our 
committee. 

9. Still we are talking with various INGO for more support. 

10. Our fund are very transparency and final report will be soon display by our
Treasure Mr. Finjo Lopchen and team to all our friends and we'll wishers.

11. We committee received small contribution from our freinds personal 
supports.

12. Small documentary film made and soon coming in English with Neat 
Nepal and Committee.

13. Arrange many training for Langtangpas with various organisation and 
single support person to develop skill manpower.

14. Yellow gumba camp is removed and now some families are joint together 
and rent rooms or flat to stay in winter but some people still will stay in 
Langtang as well in winter because winter on the ground would not be 
possible. And our agreement with yellow gumba is finished as well.

These are few things we have been doing. It's just some work we have done 
and there are some NGO'S and INGO involved with us. We have seen many 
fund raise activities on net in various countries with many different people and
organisations but very few are link with us, we still don't know where all those 
fund went which were specifically raise for Langtang earthquake victims. It's 
so sad to see. Once you all make us happy seeing all those fund raise but 
later make us sad because many of them never contact us in any form. We 
will post later all the NGO'S or fund raiser who are connected with us. Please 
share this as much as possible so who ever have not known us please do 
contact us. We are not saying to all those who are closely working with us 
and who have done their parts. 

THANK YOU ALL. 
IF YOU SEE ANY MISTAKE PLEASE COMMENT US.

WITH LOVE FROM ALL LANGTANGPAS, 
TEMBA LAMA 

CHAIRMAN 


